
Studbook information for foreign KFPS-members

Information about:  

-  Assessment reports of the new registered studbook stallions 

 -  Testing of off spring 2007

 -  IBOP and competition young Friesian horses with aptitude for dressage
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Naming of foals

The names of foals born in 2008 should begin with the letter A, B or C.

New regulations for the deposit system involving studbook certificates

A change concerning the deposit system was introduced in the new KFPS registration system adopted during the last meeting of the Council of Members. Ac-

cording to the new system, the right to receive the deposit expires if the studbook certifi cate is submitted to the KFPS more than one month after the sale or 

death of the horse. There will be, however, a transitional period of six months that applies to this change. Until July 1, 2008, the deposit will still be returned 

for certifi cates that are submitted past the one-month deadline. 

Results of the Stallion Inspection 2008

Class 3:  Studbook stallions registered in 2007

1st premium:  Maurus 441 - Mewes 438 – Lutger 436 – Meinse 439 – Maeije 440 – 

Maurits 437 – Jesse 435

Class 4:  Studbook stallions registered in 2006

1st premium: Jerke 434 – Jense 432 – Jisse 433 – Jorn 430 – Loadewyk 431

Class 5:  Studbook stallions registered in 2006 (according to the abbreviated examination)

2nd premium: Tietse 428 – Tsjabring 429

Class 6:  Studbook stallions registered in 2005

1st premium: Haitse 425 – Harmen 424 – Hinne 427 – Gjalt 426 – Felle 422

Class 7:  Studbook stallions registered in 2004

1st premium: Doaitsen 420 – Eibert 419 – Dries 421 – Beintse 418 – Arjen 417

Class 8:  Studbook stallions registered in 2002 & 2003 (not yet approved on the basis of their progeny)

1st premium: Wierd 409

2nd premium: Botte 414 – Bente 412 – Rindert 406 – Ait 410 – Ymte 407

Class 9:  Studbook stallions registered in 2002 & 2003 (approved on the basis of their progeny)

1st premium: Andries 415 – Beart 411 – Aan 416 – Rik 396 – Wobke 403 

2nd premium: Brend 413 – Tsjalke 397

Class 10:  Registered studbook stallions till 12 years

1st premium:  Onne 376 – Sape 381 – Monte 378 – Teeuwis 389

2nd premium: Olrik 383 – Tonis 393

Champion:  HAITSE 425 (Jasper 366 x Rypke 321), owner: A.P. Both, Voorthuizen

Reserve Champion: BEART 411 (Jasper 366 x Feitse 293P), owner: Van Manen brothers & M.A. de Jong & R.J. Rienstra (at diff erent addresses in Ede)

KFPS Announcements
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One of the standard evaluations of a stud-

book stallion is the testing on progeny. This 

takes place after the fi fth or sixth breeding 

season, based on the evaluation of the fi rst 

year of three-year-old (and possibly four-

year-old) off spring. Based on this evaluation 

a stallion can be disapproved, placed on hold 

or be (preliminarily) approved.

The testing on off spring consists of: 

A evaluation on exterior of minimally 40 off -

spring

B performance testing (ABFP) of minimally 20 

off spring

If the evaluation takes place in the fi fth bree-

ding season then 20 three-year-old off spring 

are tested. If the evaluation takes place in 

the sixth breeding season then the group 

of 20 test off spring consists of 10 three year 

olds and 10 four year olds. The group of four 

year olds will only consist of stallions and 

geldings. 

Exterior of the off spring

To determine what a stallion passes on ex-

terior wise at least 40 horses have to have 

been inspected. All inspected three year old 

and older off spring (stallions, geldings, and 

mares) are included in the evaluation of a 

stallion’s exterior heredity. This also goes for 

horses that have not offi  cially participated 

in an inspection but have been part of the 

performance testing and as such have been 

evaluated by the inspection (linear scoring).

The exterior heredity is depicted in the form 

of estimated breeding values for linear and 

scored exterior characteristics. These bree-

ding values are based on the linear score data 

as they are determined at the exterior inspec-

tion. For the breeding-value estimation the 

quality of the mares bred by a stallion is taken 

into account. Also included in the evaluation 

of a stallion’s exterior heredity are the uncor-

rected inspection results of the off spring. 

Sport aptitude of the off spring 

The breeding value for sport aptitude is ini-

tially based on the data of the off spring in 

the ABFP test. The complete performance 

test consists of an ABFP test of at least 20 

off spring. The KFPS randomly selects 24 off -

spring of which 20 are then selected by the 

owner of the stallion for the off spring testing. 

In the case the stallion  goes through the tes-

ting on off spring in his sixth breeding season 

12 horses are randomly selected from his 

fi rst breeding season and 12 from his second 

breeding season. Of both seasons at least 10 

off spring have to be tested. 

If an off spring for whatever reason does not 

participate in the testing the horse will still 

be included in the evaluation. The owner of 

the stallion needs to report to KFPS for what 

reason the horse did not participate in the 

testing, if necessary with a veterinary state-

ment. 

In the ABFP test the horses are evaluated on 

the following items:

a) basic gaits

b) suitability/aptitude for the various 

sport disciplines

c) willingness to work

d) character

For the evaluation of the performances two 

scoring bars are used: one for under saddle 

and one for in harnass. In the still rather new 

score bars two new characteristics have been 

included; houding/stelling/wendbaarheid 

HSW-self carriage/acceptance of the bit/fl exi-

bility and Transitions. In addition, the charac-

teristic Willingness to Work from the old score 

bar has been divided into Willingness to Work 

and Character. 

Pedigree

Part of the fi nal evaluation is the pedigree. 

Especially the degree to which a stallion can 

contribute to blood distribution is important. 

The evaluation of the quality of the pedigree 

is barely considered. The off spring informa-

tion takes if you will the place of the pedigree 

information. 

Conclusions

The approved stallions of the 2007 testing on 

off spring, except for Wikke 404, have been 

evaluated under the new Regulations for Tes-

ting on Off spring. 

Based on the 2007 testing on off spring the 

following stallions have been approved on 

off spring: Wikke 404, Beart 411, Brend 413, 

and Andries 415. The stallion Aan 416 is pre-

liminarily approved on off spring. Of Aan 416 

fewer than 40 off spring have been inspected 

as required by the regulations for permanent 

approval. The stallion will again be evaluated 

at the end of 2008, after which a fi nal deci-

sion will be made.

The following stallions do not have a bree-

ding permit per January 1, 2008:

Tsjipke 399: After the second year of his tes-

ting on off spring still an insuffi  cient number 

of off spring have been tested in the perfor-

mance testing (ABFP). The stallion will fi nish 

his testing on off spring in 2008 and has been 

placed on hold.

Tsjesse 400: After the second year of his 

testing on off spring an insuffi  cient number 

of off spring have been tested in the perfor-

mance testing. 

Winand 405: The stallion passed away and 

did not fi nish his testing on off spring. Any 

frozen semen available may therefore not be 

used anymore. 

Testing on offspring 2007

The breeding values of the stallions 

are included in “Stallion Informa-

tion 2008,” which you may down-

load through the KFPS website 

www.fps-studbook.com. 
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BEART 411

Report testing on off spring, December 22, 2007

Exterior
General: 
The Beart 411 off spring form a uniform group of well developed horses that are well 
built in the rectangle. They have powerful movements with much room and they show 
suppleness. The Baert off spring come from quality wise above-average mares. 
Breed type:
The heads are suffi  ciently noble with sometimes a bit long and straight profi le. The 
horses are suffi  ciently breed typical with suffi  ciently long hair. The necks are a bit 
horizontal but the horses show suffi  cient front. They are black in colour.
Build: 
The front is built somewhat downward (breed typical). Besides short necks there are 
also long necks with much length. The head/neck connection is suffi  ciently light. The 
shoulders have length and are nicely sloping. The horses are a bit long, the top line 
fl ows but a tight back and loins are seen. The croups have good length but are often 
somewhat horizontal in shape. 
Legs:
The hind legs are often a bit sickle hocked but are of good quality. 
Movement:  
The walk is roomy and powerful and the front legs are well placed forward. The trot is 
powerful with a long moment of suspension. The horses have suffi  cient freedom in the 
shoulder. In general they move with much suppleness and balance. 
The hind legs could be placed forward more actively. 
The horses could rise more in the front in movement. 
A large part of the Beart off spring toes in. 

Performance:
Walk: 
The Beart off spring walk with much room and with 
more than suffi  cient power and bend.
Trot: 
The trot has very much room with lots of balance 
and rhythm. The hind legs could be placed under the 
body more actively. Relatively many off spring show 
in trot (and less so also in walk) an incorrect motion 
in the front legs (winging), caused by toeing in. 

Canter: 
The canter has more than suffi  cient room and balance. The horses show much self carri-
age in canter. The front legs could reach a bit more forward. 
Suitability under saddle: 
Beart 411’s off spring show three good basic gaits and are with that suitable as riding 
horses. A number of horses could show more self carriage. 
Suitability for show driving: 
The Beart 411 off spring insuffi  ciently rise in the front in harness. In front of the cart the 
hind legs are somewhat behind. This makes them moderately suitable as show-driving 
horses. 
Training report:
The off spring of Beart 411 are horses with willingness to work that experience the work 
as light. In spite of the fact that they move big (very much room) they are easy to work 
with. In spite of the fact that the performance of the off spring was uniform there was a 
relatively big diff erence in quality within the group of off spring. 

Kinship
Kinship %: 17.7

Conclusion:
Beart 411 positively contributes to the breeding of Friesian horses, both for exterior 
and for sport aptitude. The horses have more aptitude as riding and driving horses than 
show-driving horses. Beart 411 is approved on off spring. 

Results  ABFP tests of off spring: 20 randomly selected                        hsw = self carriage, acceptance of the bit, fl exibility.

under saddle

walk trot canter hsw transitions riding test total

6.7 6.8 6.8 6.6 6.5 6.7 73.8

in harness

walk trot hsw transitions driving test show-driving 
test

6.5 6.9 6.7 6.5 6.7 6.0 72.1

No. of off spring >= 77 points: 7 

No. of off spring   < 66 points: 1

Inspection results:

Mares

FS 1 14

FS 2 25

Stb 3 12

Stb 8

total registered: 59

Ster% 66.1

Ster% dams 80.0

disapproved 0

Geldings

Gldg book 0

Gldg Ster 0

Stallions

Fb Ster 20

Stb 1
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Das Friesenpferd 

Kräftige Schönheit
Das Friesenpferd ist die einzige einheimische Pferderasse der Niederlande. 

Der Friesentyp war schon im 13. Jahrhundert bekannt. Dank der konse-

quenten Zuchtpolitik besitzt das Friesenpferd heute weiterhin die spezifi -

schen Rasseneigenschaften und ähnelt sich seinen fernen Vorfahren. 

Kennzeichnend für die schwarzen Perlen sind die Stirn, der reichli-

che Behang, die schwarze Farbe und die raumgreifenden, kraftvollen 

und erhabenen Gänge. Der harmonische Bau und der edle Kopf auf 

dem leicht gebogenen Hals vollenden 

die luxuriöse und stolze Erscheinung.

Der freundliche Charakter ist der 

Schlüssel zu einem angenehmen

Gebrauchspferd. 

Vielseitiges Gebrauchspferd
Aufgrund der schönen Aufrichtung, der Arbeitslust und des lernwilligen 

Charakters ist das Friesenpferd heute ein beliebtes Dressurpferd. In frühe-

ren Tagen wurden die Friesenpferde allerdings als Kampfross, Traber, Kut-

schpferd und Landwirtschaftspferd eingesetzt. 

Auch heute wird mit dem Friesenpferd noch angespannt geritten, un-

BREND 413

Report testing on off spring, December 22, 2007

Exterior
General:
Brends off spring form a uniform, somewhat heavily built group of horses that lack a bit 
in youthfulness. They are more than suffi  ciently built in the rectangle. 
Breed type:
Brends off spring have more than suffi  cient breed type. Because of the somewhat 
heavy build they are more sturdy than luxurious. The heads are slightly long but have 
suffi  cient expression. The necks are in general of suffi  cient length but could be more 
vertical. Because of this the horses lack in front.
Build:
The horses are suffi  ciently built upward. The head/neck connection is suffi  ciently 
light. Some horses are a bit heavy in the jaws. The necks are of suffi  cient length. The 
shoulders are long and suffi  ciently sloping. The off spring often have tight backs and 
tight loins. The loins are well muscled. The croups have suffi  cient length and are lightly 
sloping. 
Legs:
The hind legs are somewhat straight. The legs are of good quality. The feet are well 
developed.
Movement:
The walk varies in length and could be more powerful. 
The horses trot with rhythm, suppleness, and suffi  ciently powerful use of the hind legs. 

Performance:
Walk: 
The Brend 413 off spring often lack in room in the 
walk and often have diffi  culty with the regularity. 
Trot: 
The trot has more than suffi  cient room and shows 
much suppleness and suspension. The off spring 
show more than suffi  cient use of the back.
Canter: 
The horses show a more than suffi  cient to good 
canter. In general they have much natural balance. 
The canter shows much room and is nicely upward. 
With that they have the ability to adjust the pace 
and collect. 

Suitability under saddle: 
The Brend 413 off spring are in general nice riding horses with their quality in trot and 
canter and their suppleness, balance, and willingness to work.
Suitability for show driving: 
The off spring have suffi  cient to more than suffi  cient aptitude as show-driving horses. 
They show a good trot but lack somewhat in self carriage.
Training report:
The Brend 413 off spring improved notably during the test. They can be described as 
easy to work with and horses with willingness to work.

Kinship
Kinship %: 17.9

Conclusion:
Brend 413 positively contributes to the breeding of Friesian horses both for breed type 
and exterior. Especially as riding horses the off spring have much aptitude. Brend 413 is 
approved on off spring.

Results  ABFP tests of off spring: 20 randomly selected                       hsw = self carriage, acceptance of the bit, fl exibility.

under saddle

walk trot canter hsw transitions riding test total

6.7 6.8 6.8 6.6 6.5 6.7 73.8

in harness

walk trot hsw transitions driving test show-driving 
test

6.5 6.9 6.7 6.5 6.7 6.0 72.1

No. of off spring >= 77 points: 7 

No. of off spring   < 66 points: 1

Inspection results:

Mares

FS 1 1

FS 2 10

Stb 3 6

Stb 9

total registered: 26

Ster% 42.3

Ster% dams 46.2

disapproved 2

Geldings

Gldg book 4

Gldg Ster 1

Stallions

Fb Ster 4
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ANDRIES 415

Report testing on off spring, December 22, 2007

Exterior
General:
The off spring of Andries 415 form a uniform group of breed-typical horses that are built 
somewhat in a square. 
Breed:
The heads show much expression. Because of the vertical necks the horses show much 
front. The horses have suffi  cient hair and are black in color. 
Build:
The horses should in general have more length. The front is on average built suffi  ciently 
upwards but the off spring show quite a bit of variation in this evaluation characteristic. 
The necks are long but an underneck is seen. The off spring could have more length in 
the neck. The long shoulders are sloping. The top line is somewhat sunken and the loins 
have little musculation. The croups lack in length. 
Legs:
The legs are correct in conformation and have much quality.
The feet are well developed.
Movement:
The walk has regularity and is more than suffi  ciently powerful but could have 
more room. 
In trot the hind legs are actively and well placed under the body with suffi  cient bend.

Performance:
Walk: 
The walk of the Andries off spring in use is rather 
short and hurried. The hind legs with that are more 
than suffi  ciently active but should show more bend 
in the hock. 
Trot: 
In trot the horses have beautiful self carriage. The 
hind legs are suffi  ciently active but could be placed 
under the body with more room and power. They 
have diffi  culty changing pace and extending. 
Canter: 
The canter gives a uniform impression in the off -
spring: correct and regular but in general they have 
some diffi  culty with the transition into the canter. 

Suitability under saddle:
The horses have suffi  cient aptitude as riding horses. They show a beautiful self carriage 
but the use of the hind lack could in many cases be better.
Suitability for show driving:
The horses show a better trot in harness than under saddle. With that they show a 
beautiful front and a more than suffi  cient use of the front legs. The horses show good 
use of the back in front of the cart, which makes them easy to work with but because of 
the somewhat downward build (typical for the tested horses) they still have diffi  culty 
with rising in the front.
Training report:
The off spring of Andries 415 are horses that are willing to work.

Kinship
Kinship %: 17.7

Conclusion:
Andries 415 positively contributes to the breeding of Friesian horses. Especially in breed 
type and exterior he passes on good qualities. The aptitude as sport horses is more than 
suffi  cient. The off spring are mostly suitable as driving and/or show-driving horses. 
Andries 415 is approved on off spring.

Results  ABFP tests of off spring: 20 randomly selected , 1 privately tested                       hsw = self carriage, acceptance of 
the bit, fl exibility.

under saddle

walk trot canter hsw transitions riding test total

6.4 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.3 6.4 70.5

in harness

walk trot hsw transitions driving test show-driving 
test

6.4 6.7 6.9 6.5 6.8 6.5 73.1

No. of off spring >= 77 points: 6 

No. of off spring   < 66 points: 2

Inspection results:

Mares

FS 1 5

FS 2 13

Stb 3 7

Stb 4

total registered: 29

Ster% 62.1

Ster% dams 62.1

disapproved 1

Geldings

Gldg book 11

Gldg Ster 8

Stallions

Fb Ster 17
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AAN 416

Report testing on off spring, December 22, 2007

Exterior
General:
The off spring of Aan 416 form a uniform group of well developed horses that stand in 
the rectangle but sometimes lack breed expression. 
Breed type:
The heads show suffi  cient expression but are often somewhat rounded in profi le. 
The necks are suffi  ciently vertical with which the horses show suffi  cient front. 
Build:  
The necks are suffi  ciently long but come a bit deep out of the chest. 
The necks lack in length. The shoulders are long and are suffi  ciently sloping. 
The backs are somewhat sunken. The loins are suffi  ciently muscled. 
The croups are rather short and somewhat sloping. 
Legs:
The legs could show more quality and sickle hocked is seen.
Movement:
The walk is powerful and the hind legs are placed with suffi  cient room under the body.
The hind legs in trot are placed too little under the body and the horses trot with a short 
moment of suspension. In trot they rise little in the front.

Performance:
Walk: 
In the free walk the Aan 416 off spring show 
suffi  cient room and rhythm. 
When more activity is asked for they have diffi  culty 
with the regularity.
Trot:
The trot is suffi  ciently pure. The horses could bring 
the hind legs better under the body and often lack 
balance and suppleness. 
Canter:
The canter is suffi  cient in stride and shows suffi  cient 
balance on the straight lines. In the turns they have 
diffi  culty with this. 
Suitability under saddle:
The off spring of Aan 416 are larger horses that are 
not always functional in their transitions. 

In part because of that they still have some diffi  culty under saddle with balance and 
transitions.
Suitability for show driving:
The off spring as show-driving horses create suffi  cient front but could rise more in the 
front and remain somewhat high in the croup. 
Training report:
Aan 416’s off spring are a bit reluctant and show some variation in willingness to work. 
They are not always easy to work with. 

Kinship
Kinship %: 16.9

Conclusion:
Aan 416 is preliminarily approved. For permanent approval 40 off spring have to have 
been inspected per the regulations. Aan 416 has not yet met this stipulation. In spite 
of the small number of evaluated off spring the impression of his off spring had the 
inspection decide to give the stallion a breeding permit for 2008. In 2008 the off spring 
will again be evaluated.   

Results ABFP tests of off spring: 18 randomly selected and 1 private entry                       hsw = self carriage, acceptance 
of the bit, fl exibility

under saddle

walk trot canter hsw transitions riding test total

6.2 6.5 6.3 6.4 6.2 6.5 69.9

in harness

walk trot hsw transitions driving test show-driving 
test

6.2 6.6 6.7 6.2 6.5 6.2 70.8

No. of off spring >= 77 points: 2 

No. of off spring   < 66 points: 0

Inspection results:

Mares

FS 1 0

FS 2 4

Stb 3 3

Stb 2

total registered: 9

Ster% 44.4

Ster% dams 44.4

disapproved 1

Geldings

Gldg book 0

Gldg Ster 0

Stallions

Fb Ster 5
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 MICHIEL 442 Tsjerk 328 x Ster Leff ert 306 x Ster Hearke x 

 Model Pref. Peke x 2 model mares

 Kinship %: 17.8 (average)

 Height:  1.65m/16.1 hands

Exterior:
Breed type: Michael W. is a youthful, more than suffi  ciently breed typical stallion with a 
beautiful head but he could be a bit richer in his front.
Build: Michael W. is a wel developed stallion with a well proportioned build. The stal-
lion has a more than suffi  ciently upward build and beautiful lines. The croup is more 
than suffi  ciently long but is more than averagely sloping.
Legs: The legs are correct in conformation, dry, and hard.
 

Estimated exterior breeding value:
 Reliability % Breed type Build Legs Walk Trot
 43 109 105 105 101 105

Performance testing
Training report:
Michael W. is a friendly and reliable stallion that showed a lot of enthusiasm during 
training. He is a balanced stallion that takes on the tasks with ease. He is easy to work 
with and gives the rider a good feeling. 
Walk: The walk is regular, has much room and is powerful.  
Trot: The hind legs are placed suffi  ciently under the body with much bend in the hock. 
The front legs are more than suffi  ciently placed forward. The stallion shows good use 
of the body and with that shows more than suffi  cient balance and has much sup-
pleness. He has much ability to transition.
Canter: The canter has good strides and good self carriage, with more than suffi  cient 
use of the back and balance. 

Suitability as a riding horse:
Because of his more than suffi  cient basic gaits, his balance and suppleness Michael W. 
has more than suffi  cient aptitude as a riding horse. He has the talent to grow into a 
good dressage horse.. 

Suitability as a show-driving/driving horse:
In front of the show cart the hind legs are suffi  ciently placed under the body but could 
be a tad bit more active. He moves well through the body and shows beautiful use of 
the front legs, but could place them a bit farther forward. 
He comes to more than suffi  cient self carriage but could show a bit more balance still.
In front of the show cart the stallion could show a bit more front.
Michael W. has more than suffi  cient aptitude as a driving horse and a show-driving 
horse. 

Results Central Performance Testing
Scores saddle test:    
 Walk  Trot Canter HSW Transitions Suitability Total score 
 7.5 7 7 7 7 7.5 79 

Scores driving test:     
 Walk Trot HSW Transitions Willingness to work Suitability Total score 
 7 7.5 7 7 7 7 78 

Scores show-driving test:      
 Self Suspension Use of the Use of the Willingness Suitability Total score
 carriage  front legs hind legs to work 
 6.5 7 7 7 7.5 7 77 

Conclusion performance testing:
Michael W. has shown more than suffi  cient performance in all three disciplines. 
Because of his suppleness and athletic ability he is a talented sport horse. 

Final conclusion:
Based on his quality pedigree, good exterior, and the more than suffi  cient results in 
the performance testing Michael W. is entered into the studbook registry with the 
name Michiel 442.
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 TJALF 443 Heinse 354 x SP Tjimme x Ster Hearke x Ster Tsjalling x Ster Wessel

 Kinship %:  17.6 (average)

 Height:  1.62 m/15.3 ¾ hands (December 2007))

Das Friesenpferd 

Kräftige Schönheit
Das Friesenpferd ist die einzige einheimische Pferderasse der Niederlande. 

Der Friesentyp war schon im 13. Jahrhundert bekannt. Dank der konse-

quenten Zuchtpolitik besitzt das Friesenpferd heute weiterhin die spezifi -

schen Rasseneigenschaften und ähnelt sich seinen fernen Vorfahren. 

Kennzeichnend für die schwarzen Perlen sind die Stirn, der reichliche 

Behang, die schwarze Farbe und die raumgreifenden, kraftvollen und 

erhabenen Gänge. Der harmonische Bau und der edle Kopf auf dem 

leicht gebogenen Hals vollenden die luxuriöse und stolze Erscheinung.

Der freundliche Charakter ist der Schlüssel zu einem angenehmen

Gebrauchspferd. 

Vielseitiges Gebrauchspferd
Aufgrund der schönen Aufrichtung, der Arbeitslust und des lernwilligen 

Charakters ist das Friesenpferd heute ein beliebtes Dressurpferd. In frühe-

ren Tagen wurden die Friesenpferde allerdings als Kampfross, Traber, Kut-

schpferd und Landwirtschaftspferd eingesetzt. 

Auch heute wird mit dem Friesenpferd noch angespannt geritten, un-

ter anderem vor der traditionellen Sjees. Als Ein- oder Zweispänner, als 

Tandem oder in der Einhornanspannung nehmen die Tiere in eigenen Ab-

teilungen an Wettkämpfen teil. Auch als Fahrpferd (in Vielseitigkeitsprü-

fungen) kann das Friesenpferd sich - wie in sonstigen Disziplinen - mit 

anderen Rassen messen, und werden gute Ergebnisse erzielt.   n

Exterior:
Breed type: Tietze is a stallion with much breed type. He has a long, vertical neck. The 
head is slightly long with a straight profi le. 
Build: Tietze is a youthful looking, somewhat short-lined stallion. The stallion has a 
beautiful shoulder but is sunken in the middle. The croup is average in length and 
slope (compared to the population).
Legs: the legs are correct in conformation and have much quality (dry and hard).
Walk (in hand): the walk has rhythm, room, and is powerful.
Trot (in hand): in trot the hind legs are well placed under the body and have much 
impulsion. 
 

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability % Breed type Build Legs Walk Trot
 42 107 108 106 104 105

Short version of the testing
The stallion was selected for the short version of the testing based on: 
1)  The performances of the stallion in show-driving: honour class with over 50 gain 

points. 
2)  Exterior evaluation on December 4, 2007 in Ermelo.
3)  The stallion met the requirements for semen quality, x-rays, and does not have 

the chestnut gene. 

The stallion was presented (in hand) during the Stallion Inspection on January 12, 
2008.

Testing on Character
The short version of the testing (testing on character) took place in Ermelo from 
February 4 through 15, 2008.

Tietze is in his stall a friendly, careful stallion. It turned out that the stallion weaves 
in a busy environment. After moving the stallion the weaving was observed only 
occasionally. In training Tietze is a very attentive, sensitive stallion that needs a 
consistent rider. 

Evaluation of Show Record
Tietze distinguishes himself at shows as a stallion with expression. He shows much 
front and self carriage. The hind legs are more than suffi  ciently placed under the 
body. His suspension varies somewhat throughout the shows. In a number of shows 
Tietze shows good suspension but sometimes he is too hasty in his movement. On 
the turns the stallion often has diffi  culty with his balance. The front legs are placed  
forward actively and with much room. 

Final conclusion:
Based on his strong pedigree, good exterior, and the achievements of the stallion 
in the show-driving discipline Tietze is registered in the Studbook register with the 
name Tjalf 443. 
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 NORBERT 444 Tsjerk 328 x MP Hearke x SP Peke x Ster Bouwe x SP Ritske

 Kinship %:  17.4 (average)  

 Height:  1.67 m/15.3 ¾ hands (January 2007)

Exterior:
Breed type: Norbert is a stallion with much breed type. He has an expressive face and a 
long, beautifully shaped neck. 
Build: Norbert is a youthful, suffi  ciently upward built stallion that stands in the rectangle. 
Legs: the hind legs are slightly bow legged but are hard and dry. 
 

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability% Breed type Build Legs Walk Trot
 45 109 106 103 102 107

Performance testing
Training report:
Norbert is a friendly stallion that is easy to be around. Norbert was only moderately 
muscled upon arrival but that improved strongly during the testing. In part because 
of this the performance level of the stallion also improved strongly during the testing. 
The stallion gives the rider a good feeling with especially a good self carriage. The hind 
legs could, however, come under better. The stallion is easy to work with.

Walk:
The walk is active with suffi  cient rhythm but could have more room. He moves well 
through the body. 

Trot:
Norbert has a beautiful self carriage in trot and shows good suppleness and use of the 
back. The hind legs are suffi  ciently active but could come under more, especially under 
the saddle. In front of the cart the use of the hind legs is clearly better The front legs 
are placed forward with suffi  cient room. In trot the stallion shows suffi  cient balance.

Canter:
The stallion is suffi  ciently upward in canter but could have more room in the strides 
and come under more with the hind legs.  

Suitability as a riding horse:
Norbert has more than suffi  cient aptitude as a riding horse. He has a beautiful self 
carriage, more than suffi  cient quality in the basic gaits but could have a better use of 
the hind legs. 

Suitability as a driving horse:
Norbert has more than suffi  cient aptitude as a driving horse. He shows a beautiful self 
carriage and good use of the hind legs. The front legs are well placed forward. 

Suitability as a show-driving horse:
Norbert has more than suffi  cient aptitude as a show-driving horse. In the show-dri-
ving test he brings his hind legs under well and has more than suffi  cient suspension. 
He could show a bit more balance and “sit” a bit more in the back. The stallion has a 
beautiful use of the front legs. 

Results Central Performance Testing
Scores saddle test:   
 Walk  Trot Canter HSW Transitions Suitability Total score
 6.5 7 7 7.5 6.5 7 76.5
      
Scores driving test:    
 Walk Trot HSW Transitions Willingness to work Suitability Total score
 6 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 80.5
      
Scores show-driving test:    
 Self Suspension Use of the Use of the Willingness Suitability Total score
 carriage  front legs hind legs to work 
 8 7.5 7.5 8 7.5 8 85

HSW = self carriage, acceptance of the bit, fl exibility.

Conclusion performance testing:
Norbert showed much progress during the testing. He has more aptitude in front of 
the cart than under saddle, especially because in harness the stallion has a better use 
of the hind legs. 

Final conclusion:
Based on his strong, predicate-rich pedigree, his beautiful exterior, and his more than 
suffi  cient to good results in the performance testing the stallion Norbert is registered 
in the Studbook register with the name Norbert 444. 
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 OLGERT 445 Ulke 338 x Ster Atse 342 x MPPrest. Oege x Ster Cobus x Ster Kasper

 Kinship %:  17.2 (average)

 Height:  1.64 m/16 ½ hands (January 2008)

Exterior:
Breed type: Olof is a more than suffi  ciently breed typical stallion with a beautiful head 
and a beautifully shaped, vertical neck. 
Build: Olof is a somewhat downwardly built stallion that could be longer lined.
Legs: the hind legs are slightly straight but have much quality. 
 

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability% Breed type Build Legs Walk Trot
 43 107 106 102 104 106

Performance testing
Training report:
Olof is an honest, sensitive stallion that in use is sometimes a bit tense (especially in 
harness). The stallion gives the rider a very good feeling. The stallion has much wil-
lingness to work, good use of the hind legs and he responds very well to the aids. He is 
somewhat variable in ease of use. The stallion needs a relatively long warm-up to come 
to a good performance. 

Walk:
Under saddle Olof has a good walk. The walk is rhythmic, roomy and active. He shows 
suppleness and has a good use of the back. In front of the cart the walk has less room. 
In walk the stallion slightly toes in.

Trot:
The hind legs are well brought under in trot. The stallion shows much suppleness and 
has a good ability to change pace. 

Canter:
The canter has good strides with good self carriage and balance and a good use of the 
back. 

Suitability as a riding horse:
Olof has good aptitude as a riding horse. He possesses three good basic gaits and has 
especially very good use of the hind legs. 

Suitability as a driving horse:
Olof has good aptitude as a driving horse because of his more than suffi  cient basic 
gaits, good use of the hind legs, and his ability to change pace.

Suitability as a show-driving horse:
Olof has much aptitude as a show-driving horse. He has the ability to sit in the back, 
rise in the withers, with that shows a beautiful front, and has a beautiful use of the 
front legs. 

Results Central Performance Testing
Scores saddle test:   
 Walk  Trot Canter HSW Transitions Suitability Total score
 8 7.5 7.5 7 7.5 7.5 82.5
      
Scores driving test:    
 Walk Trot HSW Transitions Willingness to work Suitability Total score
 7 8 7.5 8 8 8 85
      
Scores show-driving test:    
 Self Suspension Use of the Use of the Willingness Suitability Total score
 carriage  front legs hind legs to work 
 8 8 8.5 9 8 9 92

HSW = self carriage, acceptance of the bit, fl exibility.

Conclusion performance testing:
The stallion made good progress and presented himself as a talented sport horse in all 
three disciplines.

Final conclusion:
Based on the quality of his lineage, his more than suffi  cient exterior, and the good 
results in the performance testing Olof is registered in the Studbook register with the 
name Olgert 445.
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More and more interest also abroad for sport aptitude
The number of participants in the qualifying rounds for the Competition for Young Friesian Horses with Dressage Aptitude increases each year. 

Also abroad qualifying rounds are organized. Per this year the IBOP test is taking place in various countries outside The Netherlands as well. 

This way the Friesian horse will also gain in popularity as a sport horse abroad. 

TEXT: MARJA TEEKENS

The competition Young Friesian Horses with 

Dressage Aptitude is organized as an initia-

tive of the breeding chapters with the goal 

to fi nd young, talented horses. This year the 

qualifying rounds are held in Germany in 

Behringen, August 16., and Hengsen-Opher-

dicke, September 7., (DFZ) and in Belgium at 

September 14 in Zolder (BSFP). The compe-

tition consists of four classes. A class for four 

year old horses and one for fi ve and six year 

old horses. Both classes are separated in one 

for mares and one for geldings/stallions. The 

regulations may be requested from the orga-

nizing chapters.

Those combinations that score a percentage 

of 65% or higher are allowed to attend the 

fi nals that take place during the Central Mare 

Show in Leeuwarden.

What is asked for?

The judges ask from four year olds in addi-

tion to the basic gaits, moving off  the leg and 

stretching on the large circle. The fi ve and six 

year olds have to show shoulder in and have to 

stretch on the 12 to 15 meter circle. In additi-

on, of course, changes of pace within the gaits 

and transitions are asked for. The competition 

cannot be compared to a dressage show. It 

namely is not focused as much on the exact 

execution of the exercises but rather is focused 

on the natural aptitude of the horse.

Herman Smit of the performance judging 

team explains what is paid attention to: “It 

is mostly about the natural aptitude of the 

horse; the quality of its movements, the use 

of its body, the balance, and its natural self 

carriage. Horses in this age range are in all re-

ality at the early stages of their schooling. All 

competition riders have to be more aware in 

general, by the way, of the fact that their task 

is not to win a dressage show but to guide the 

development of their horse. In the dressage 

book is states exactly what the goal of dres-

sage is. This is also what we want to see at the 

competitions. No tricks and especially no for-

ced movements but a horse that with a light 

and consistent acceptance of the bit does its 

work with pleasure. Only with a light support 

of the bit can the horse use its whole body 

well and come to self carriage. It may sound 

a bit disrespectful but the most important 

task of the rider is in fact that he/she needs 

to disturb his/her horse’s balance and limit 

its movements  to the least amount possible” 

(Quoted from Phryso May 2007.)

IBOP

Also with IBOP the aptitude of the horse is 

focused on. The goal of IBOP is to determine 

as objectively as possible the suitability for a 

use of the horse. The IBOP thus gives insight 

into the sport aptitude of the individual horse. 

Every horse four years or older may participate 

in an IBOP test and one can choose from a test 

under saddle, driving test or a show-driving 

test. The IBOP test provides the opportunity to 

turn a preliminary crown or model status into 

the permanent predicate status. In various 

countries outside The Netherlands, among 

which, e.g., Germany, France, and Denmark 

IBOP days will be organized this year by the 

respective affi  liated associations. The regula-

tions for the IBOP test may be requested from 

the organizing associations. The test requested 

is included in the regulations. 

Stretching is asked for as part of all classes of the Competition for Young Friesian Horses with Dressage Aptitude. The horse 
follows an inviting and allowing hand of the rider and gently brings its head forward while retaining contact and bend. The 
pace and rhythm do not change during stretching (Photo: Dorli Welp).

IBOP and Dressage Aptitude also abroad
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Stimulance abroad

The organization of IBOP tests provides a 

unique opportunity for the foreign members 

to turn the achievement of the preliminary 

crown or model status into the permanent 

predicate status in their home country. This 

may even take place on the day of the inspec-

tion itself! The advantage is that the mare no 

longer has to travel to The Netherlands to 

perform the IBOP test many miles from home 

in the hands of an outside rider/driver. This, 

therefore, makes the predicates attainable for 

all members. 

In the IBOP test under saddle the horse is evaluated on the quality of the basic gaits, transitions, self carriage/acceptance of the bit/fl exibility (HSW), and suitability as a dressage horse. 
The carriage of head and neck is part of the evaluation noted as HSW, just like moving in the right carriage and the suppleness of the transitions (Photo Jacob Melissen). 

Vaccinations
Horses that score a minimum of 65% in the competition Young Friesian Horses with Dressage Aptitude are allowed to attend the fi nals at the Central Mare Show. The 
owners/riders need to then ensure that their horse has been vaccinated in accordance with the Dutch regulations. These regulations are set forth in the KFPS inspection 
regulations are as follows.
“The vaccinations need to be documented in the passport. Proof of vaccination is only valid if it can be determined that it pertains to the horse that is participating at the 
inspection and that it shows the horse in question has been vaccinated against infl uenza as follows.

A.  A basic vaccination consisting of two vaccinations of which the second vaccination is administered at least three and at the most thirteen weeks after the fi rst 
 vaccination;
B. Subsequently an annual booster vaccination that is administered no later than 12 months after the previous vaccination; 
C. The most recent vaccination has to have been administered at least one week before the inspection.

This protocol needs to be certifi ed by a signature/initial and seal of the veterinarian who administered the vaccination. It is advised to vaccinate foals as of the age of four 
months (no sooner in connection with immunity obtained from the dam’s colostrum). 
Proof of vaccination (passport) needs to be handed in to the KFPS secretariat prior to the inspection for review. Horses that have not been properly vaccinated will not be 
admitted to the inspection premises and thus not evaluated.



Koninklijke Vereniging 
“Het Friesch Paarden-Stamboek”

Oprijlaan 1  •  9205 BZ Drachten
Postbus 624  •  9200 AP Drachten

Tel. +31 (0)512 52 38 88  •  Fax. +31 (0)512 53 21 46
E-mail: mail@fps-studbook.com

Internet: www.fps-studbook.com
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